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Understanding External Project Execution Support 

If done right, external project support services can provide assistance throughout a 
mining project's lifecycle, from initial conceptualization and planning to construction, 
commissioning, and operational readiness. These services are delivered to manage 
common challenges encountered in capital projects.  

This potential expertise can also help streamline project management processes and 
enhance efficiency while minimizing risks. Additionally, external support should emphasize 
integrating engineering activities and fostering collaboration between stakeholders such 
as experts, suppliers, and contractors. This alignment ensures a focused approach to 
project objectives and facilitates smooth execution.  

Effective governance is another critical component, with external providers assisting in 
establishing robust governance structures to enhance communication and decision-
making throughout the project.  

Moreover, external experts can help optimize project delivery processes, minimize delays, 
control costs and—in case of setbacks—assist in recovery efforts to steer projects back on 
track toward successful execution. 

However, with all these attributes, how do executives choose the right external help, and 
what should the external "experts" encompass?

Introduction 
In the dynamic landscape of mining capital projects, success hinges on meticulous 
planning and effective execution. Yet, even the most well-conceived projects can 
encounter roadblocks, leading to delays, budget overruns, and compromised quality.  

Many mine owners and executives turn to external project execution support services to 
mitigate these risks and ensure successful project outcomes. These services offer expert 
guidance and oversight throughout the project lifecycle, addressing common challenges 
and facilitating seamless project management.  

This business guide explores the why and how of external project execution support, 
exploring its benefits, strategies, and critical components.
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Critical Components of External 
Project Execution Support

External project execution for mining project support MUST encompass a range of specialized services tailored to each project's 
unique needs. Some of these critical components include:

Project Oversight & Governance: External experts must provide oversight and governance support, ensuring adherence to 
project objectives, timelines, and budgets. They establish governance frameworks, define roles and responsibilities, and 
facilitate seamless stakeholder communication.


Project Management & Controls Secondments: Experienced project managers and controls specialists are seconded to the 
project team, providing hands-on support in planning, monitoring, and controlling project activities. They implement robust 
project management processes, track progress against milestones, and implement corrective actions as needed.


Engineering Oversight & Integration: External experts oversee engineering activities, ensuring compliance with design 
specifications, regulatory requirements, and industry standards. They facilitate collaboration between engineering disciplines, 
resolve technical issues, optimize costs, and schedule efficiency design solutions.


Construction Support & Oversight: During the construction phase, external support involves onsite supervision, quality 
assurance, and progress monitoring. Experienced construction managers oversee contractor performance, manage 
construction risks, and ensure adherence to safety protocols and environmental regulations.
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Commissioning Support & Operational Readiness: External experts assist in commissioning activities, ensuring that 
systems and equipment are installed, tested, and operational according to specifications. They develop commissioning plans, 
conduct performance testing, and facilitate training programs to ensure a smooth transition to operations.


Sustaining Capital Project Development: External support extends to project development activities such as feasibility 
studies, scope definition, and cost estimation for ongoing capital projects. Experts help evaluate project viability, identify 
investment opportunities, and develop business cases to support decision-making.


Project Due Diligence Reviews: Before project initiation or investment, external experts conduct due diligence reviews to 
assess project risks, feasibility, and potential returns. They evaluate project documentation, conduct site inspections, and 
provide recommendations to mitigate risks and optimize project outcomes.


Project Team Development: External support includes capacity building and skill development initiatives to strengthen the 
project team's capabilities. Experts empower team members with the knowledge and skills required for effective project 
delivery through training programs, workshops, and mentoring.


Executive Guidance in Capital Projects: Senior executives and board members receive strategic guidance and support from 
external advisors, enabling informed decision-making and governance oversight. Experts provide insights into industry trends, 
market dynamics, and emerging risks, helping executives navigate complex project landscapes.


Early Works Programs & Site Establishment:  External support begins early in the project lifecycle, encompassing site 
selection, land acquisition, and early works programs. Experts assist in securing permits, mobilizing resources, and 
establishing site infrastructure to facilitate smooth project commencement.


Independent Project Review Boards: External experts may serve on independent project review boards, providing impartial 
assessments of project performance, risks, and opportunities. Their insights help identify areas for improvement, validate 
project assumptions, and enhance transparency and accountability.


Project Recovery:  In case of project delays or setbacks, external experts provide expert guidance in project recovery efforts. 
They conduct root cause analysis, develop recovery plans, and implement corrective actions to get projects back on track and 
minimize financial losses
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The TMG Difference 

As pioneers in mining capital project management, we pride ourselves on our unique approach, which sets us apart from generic 
contractors. With a focus on tailored expertise, customized support, proactive risk management, and a results-driven approach, 
we don't just manage projects—we engineer success. 

Tailored Expertise: Unlike generic contractors, TMG brings tailored expertise honed through years of experience managing 
capital projects. Our team doesn't just offer cookie-cutter solutions but instead crafts strategies specifically tailored to address 
each project's unique challenges.


Customized Support: We don't believe in one-size-fits-all solutions. TMG offers customized support that spans the entire 
project lifecycle, from inception to completion. This personalized approach ensures that mine owners’ teams receive the 
support they need at every phase of their project journey.


Proactive Risk Management: While generic contractors may react to issues as they arise, TMG takes a proactive stance on 
risk management. We anticipate potential challenges, identify them early on, and implement robust mitigation strategies to 
keep projects on track and minimize disruptions.


Stakeholder Alignment: TMG seamlessly integrates efforts beyond traditional project management. By unifying 
consultants, suppliers, and contractors, we foster collaboration and alignment among key stakeholders, maximizing 
efficiency and ensuring a cohesive approach to project success.
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Transparent Governance: Our governance framework is more than oversight; it includes transparency, accountability, and 
effective communication. TMG facilitates seamless collaboration among mine owners, executives, and project teams, 
ensuring everyone is on the same page and driving towards the same goals.


Results-Driven Approach: We're committed to achieving success, even in the face of challenges. Our focus on results 
means we guide project recovery and revitalization, steering projects back on course and ensuring successful execution, no 
matter the circumstances.
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Maximize your capital project success with TMG's Project 

Execution Support. Our comprehensive suite of services 

provides expert guidance and oversight, ensuring smooth 

execution and optimal outcomes. Don't let project challenges 

hinder your progress. Partner with TMG for unparalleled 

expertise and results. 

Contact us today to elevate  your 

project success! 

D A T A  S H E E T

TMGPROJECTS.CA

Conclusion

By leveraging seasoned expertise, proactive risk management, and effective governance, mine owners and executives 
can confidently navigate project complexities and achieve their strategic objectives. Whether it's project initiation, 
execution, or recovery, external support services offer a comprehensive suite of solutions tailored to meet the evolving 
needs of capital projects. 


As the mining industry evolves, the partnership between mine owners and external project execution support providers 
will remain instrumental in driving project success and delivering value to stakeholders.

TMG specializes in executive and management consulting for the mining and oil and gas sectors, 

offering tailored oversight and strategic guidance across all project stages to ensure optimal 

outcomes from conception to execution.

S P E A K  W I T H  A N  E X P E R T

https://tmgprojects.ca/speak-with-an-expert/

